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Introduction
[RFC4419] specifies a recommended minimum size of 1024 bits for k, which is the modulus length of the DH Group. It also suggests that in all cases, the size of the group needs be at least 1024 bits. This document updates [RFC4419] so that the minimum recommended size be 2048 bits. This recommendation is based on recent research [LOGJAM] on DH Group weaknesses.
Requirements Language
The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119 [RFC2119].
2048 bits DH Group
Recent research [LOGJAM] o Section 3 Paragraph 11: In all cases, the size of the group SHOULD be at least 2048 bits.
Interoperability
This document keeps the [RFC4419] requirement "The server should return the smallest group it knows that is larger than the size the client requested. If the server does not know a group that is larger than the client request, then it SHOULD return the largest group it knows." and updates the sentence that follows to read: "In all cases, the size of the returned group SHOULD be at least 2048 bits."
Security Considerations
This document discusses security issues of DH groups that are 1024 bits in size, and formally updates the minimum size of DH groups to be 2048 bits. A hostile or "owned" Secure Shell server implementation could potentially use Backdoored Diffie-Hellman primes using the methods described in [Backdoor-DH] to provide the g,p values to be used. Or, they could just send the calculated secret through a covert channel of some sort to a passive listener.
IANA Considerations
This document contains no considerations for IANA. 
